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This paper proposes a new methodology for power system islanding based on Koopman modal 
coherency (KMC) combined with subgraph theory. Initial system partitioning is determined 
from the Koopman bus-angle coherency matrix. Then, the technique of subgraph is used to 
modulate the partitions, yielding to viable islands. Balancing subgraphs are constructed from the 
clusters pairwise neighboring areas. Overload subgraphs swap to connected over-generation 
subgraphs. Stable islands satisfy nonlinear dynamic coherency, and minimal power mismatch. 
The search algorithm substantiates the required bands specified in the frequency operating 
standards. Under severe disturbances, over-frequency generation shedding and under-frequency 
load shedding schemes are implemented. The proposed islanding methodology is demonstrated 
on a realistic 151-bus, 24-machines power system. Results show that the proposed scheme can 
reduce failure regions in faulted power systems.  
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1. Introduction  
 

Islanding in a power system is a relatively rare event, undertaken by system operators 

under unfavorable emergency operating conditions [1]-[3]. It aims at splitting the system 

into islanded subsystems following cascading failures originating from a localized 

disturbance, hence confining system breakdown over a limited area. In order for the islands 

that do not breakdown to continue operating, two main viability conditions are compulsory: 

(i) coherency among generators and bus clusters, and (ii) satisfaction of the minimum 

threshold constraints for generation-load mismatch, voltage deviation and transmission 

lines loadability.  

A wide range of methodologies for coherency identification and bus clustering 

techniques has been proposed in the literature. The approaches underlying these techniques 

differ in input models or data and the coherency search scheme. Largely, they may be 

classified as model-based and measurement-based, or alternatively as static and dynamic 

methods, as summarized in Table 1. Model-based techniques include time simulations [4], 

energy based techniques [5], and slow coherency [6], [7].  Measurement-based coherency 

identification techniques include artificial neural networks (ANN) [8], [9], principal 

component  analysis (PCA) [10], particle  swarm  optimization  (PSO) [11], Hilbert- Huang 
 

Table 1: Classification of Coherency Search Methods 

                 Method 

Input data 
Visual  

testing 
Energy based Modal Analysis Graph Theory 

Intelligent 

computation 

Equations Time simulation 
 

Energy functions Slow-coherency 
 

Weak connections  

Measurements   Koopman Modal Spectral- graph 
ANN, PCA, PSO, 

HHT, SOM… 
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transform (HHT) [12], graph theory [13], [14], and self-organizing maps (SOM) [15]. 

Unlike model-based methods, the measurement-based are independent of model accuracy, 

with near real implementation readiness using phasor measurement units and without linear 

approximation. The disadvantage of nonlinear methods based on spectral-graph or 

intelligent computation is the invisibility and the difficult study of the correspondence 

between modes and machines.  

Recently, a new data-driven nonlinear partitioning technique for power systems has been 

proposed [16]-[18], based on the spectral analysis of Koopman operator. Applied on 

snapshots of bus angles, the method enables the decomposition of the system dynamics into 

single frequency modes. Contrasted to standard harmonic analysis, the Koopman mode 

(KM) analysis provides, in addition to the full spectrum of linear and nonlinear modes, 

growing/decaying trajectories that may exist during a transient phase. The identification of 

the modes and their associated frequencies/growth rates can be formulated as a spectral 

problem of the Koopman operator. Nonlinear modal coherency yields finer partitioning of 

power networks. Nonetheless, despite the efficiency of the coherency clustering, the cutsets 

are determined based solely on graph connectivity. They do not substantiate minimum 

power-flow disruption and required bands specified in the frequency operating standards. 

Such scheme does not guarantee stability of the islands since viability requirements are not 

incorporated in the islands construction process.  

In this paper, we propose to construct viable islanding based on KM analysis combined 

with a subgraph theory. Specifically, an initial partition of the power system is determined 

based on Koopman nonlinear modal coherency technique applied to bus-angle observable 

inputs. Over-load and over-generation islands are determined.  Pairwise cluster bordering 

zones are used to generate balancing subgraph candidates. Minimal power mismatch and 

required dynamic frequency deviation are substantiated within viable islands. If switching 

actions of constructed balancing subgraphs are not feasible or sufficient for viability 

requirements, under-frequency load shedding and over-frequency generation shedding 

schemes are applied. The proposed islanding scheme is applied to the Tunisian 151-bus, 24-

machines power system.    

 

2. Koopman Modal Coherency 

 

Coherency identification using Koopman modes analysis has been introduced in [18]. 

The method characterizes the behavior of nonlinear highly complex dynamics by 

decomposing them into modes identified from Koopman operator spectral analysis [16]-

[18]. Then, it is possible to extract coherent components oscillating with their respective 

frequencies. The Koopman operator is applied to a dynamical discrete-time system of 

finite-dimensional space of variables  � ∈ �, with nonlinear evolution given by 
 

 ���� = 	(��), (1) 
 

where 	(. ) is a nonlinear function that maps from the manifold � the variables at the 

instant  to novel variables at instant   + 1. The Koopman operator � is defined by [16]-

[18] 
 

 ��(�) = �(	(�)), (2) 
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where  � ∶ � → ℝ is an observation function denoting a vector of dynamics, such as 

generators rotors speeds or bus voltages angles measured at different points in a power 

system. Since the Koopman operator is linear, it satisfies 
 

 ���(�) = ����(�)  for i = 1,2,3, …, (3) 
 

where ��(�) is the ���  eigenfunction that corresponds to the ��� eigenvalue  ��. If the 

components of the observation function   �(. )   lie within the span of Koopman 

eigenfunctions  ��, it can be rewritten as 
 

 �(��) = ∑ �����(��)������ , (4) 
 

where the vector-valued coefficients �� define the Koopman modes. Using an Arnoldi 

algorithm, approximations to the Koopman eigenvalues and modes may be computed [16]-

[18]. Dominant KMs are identified by sorting them based on their growth rates and norms. 

The growth rate indicates the damping of a KM and the norm quantifies its contribution in 

the measured data. 

Coherency is then defined based on the Koopman modes similarity. For a given 

 ��  observable (such as generator speed or bus voltage angle) and a given ���   Koopman 

mode, the amplitude coefficient !�"  and the initial phase #�" of the component ��" =
!�"∠#�"  are given by [17], [18] 

 

 !�" = %(&'(��(��)��)")* + (+,(��(��)��)")* 
(5) 

 

 tan #�" = (+,(��(��)��)")/ (&'(��(��)��)") (6) 
 

A group of observables 1 = (1 … 3) is coherent with respect to a Koopman mode � if the 

components of this ��� mode are similar for all   ∈ 1. It is sufficient to verify initial phases 

for the corresponding mode components to identify phase-coherent dynamics experiencing 

similar behaviors with respect to that Koopman mode [17]. For a small positive constant 45, 

if two scalar observables  � and   *  satisfy  
 

 6#�"� − #�" *6 < 45, (7) 

over time, then these two observables are phase-coherent [17], with respect to the phase 

tolerance 45. 
 

 

3. Subgraph and Connectivity  
 

Topologically, a power network can be represented by a graph 9 = (:, <, =), where 

:(9)  =  {��, �* , . . . , �?  } is the set of its N vertices (buses) and < =  {'�, '*, . . . , 'A } is its 

set of L edges (transmission lines). To simulate the power grid, each edge in the graph is 

assigned a certain weight W such as line admittance or power flow, depending on the 

targeted application. An edge '� is a pair (�� , �") that represents a connection between 

nodes �� ∈ : and �" ∈ :. A graph is connected if there is a path between every pair of 

vertices. A subset <′ of < is called a cutset of 9 if the deletion of all the edges of <′ from 9 

makes 9 disconnected [19].   

The power grid can be analyzed at different topological scales, ranging from single 

nodes to subsystems, up to the complete system. A subgraph C� = (:� , <�, =�) of a 

graph G is a graph which vertex set :�(C�) is a subset of the vertex 

set V(G), (:�(C�)⊆V(G)), and which edge set <�(C�) is a subset of the edge set E(G),  
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Fig.1. Illustration of disjoint and overlapping subgraphs 

 

(E(S)⊆E(G)). Interconnectivity of subgraphs used in this work assumes that the general 

graph/network 9 = (:, <, =) is undirected, unweighted and connected. In order to create a 

subgraph  C�, it is enough to define a set of vertices :�   and edges  <�, respecting the 

following rules (i)-(iv). Subgraphs C� = (:�, <� , =�) can be defined such that [19] 
 

(i) :� ⊆V;    

(ii) :� E F; 

(iii) G�� , �"H ∈ <�  if and only if �� , �" ∈ :�, and G�� , �"H ∈ <; 

(iv) 9�  is a connected component. 
 

A valid  :� is a non-empty subset of  : that results in a connected component (rule (iv)) not 

sharing any nodes or edges with other subgraphs (rules (ii) and (iii)). Depending on the 

application, the constructed subgraphs may be disjoint where  :� I :" = F, otherwise they 

are overlapping, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
 

 

4. Principle Requirements of Islands 

 

The basic requirements for power system islanding pertain to the operational stability in 

voltage and frequency of the subsystem, taking into consideration its remaining generation 

inertia, active power reserves, and energy balance capabilities: 

 

4.1. Coherency  
 

An essential step in constructing islands of a power system is coherency among 

generators and buses within an island. Being modal dependent, coherency means similar 

dynamics with respect to frequency swings. With regard to coherent initial phases of KMs 

satisfying (7), the dominant modes are identified and nonlinear coherent bus groups 

including coherent generators are determined with respect to these modes.   

 

4.2. Frequency control within islands 

  

Frequency, inertia, reserves, and active power balancing are closely coupled parameters. 

The control of frequency sets up requirements on these parameters: 

1)  Inertia:  Power islands with high inertia can resist large changes in frequency arising 

from a contingency that leads to an imbalance in supply and demand. Lower levels of 

inertia increase the susceptibility of the system to rapid changes in frequency because of 

such an imbalance. 

2) Power balancing: The formed islands should be able to preserve generation-load 

balance. The mismatch should be minimized to a threshold d, valued for each island  
 

 J∑ (KL� − KA�)?MN��� J O P, (8) 
 

3) Active reserves: Requirements on generation control and/or load shedding in each island 

may be expressed by the following inequalities [20], [21] 
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 ∑ &�QRST?UN��� ≥ ∑ (KL� − KA�)?MN��� > 0, (9) 

 ∑ G&�
YZ + KA[� H?UN��� ≥ ∑ (KA� − KL�)?MN��� > 0, (10) 

 

where  &�
YZ

 and &�QRST stand for the controllable generation reserve capacities at generator 

i, deployed for generation increase or decrease respectively.KA[� , KL� and KA�  are the load 

shedding capacity, the active power generation and load at bus i, respectively. \L� and \]�  
respectively represent the total number of generators and buses in the kth  island. The 

requirement in (9) indicates the island’s ability to maintain an active power balance in the 

case of over-generation, and the requirement in (10) indicates the case of over-load islands. 

As island operation is generally an unfavorable emergency condition, smoother 

requirements on frequency thresholds are allowed. Formally, we have 
 

 |∆	| = |	̀ ab − 	T| < 4, (11) 
 

where 4 = 800 ,de, 	T is the nominal frequency, and 	̀ ab is the maximum dynamic 

frequency [22]. The frequency of each identified coherent cluster must satisfy prescribed 

frequency limits (49,2de < 	 < 50,8de) [22]. 

 

5. Proposed Islanding Scheme 

  

The k-mean technique is applied on a KM-coherency matrix constructed for the 

dominant KM phase angles as 

 (j)?k×?m =
no
oo
p #��⋮

#��⋮
#?k�

…
⋱
…
⋱
…

#�"⋮
#�"⋮

  #?k"

…
⋱
…
⋱
 …

#�?m⋮
#�?m⋮

  #?k?mst
tt
u
, (12) 

where \R  is the number of observables and \Q is the number of dominant KMs. Hence, an 

initial partitioning of the power system is obtained, with cutsets obtained solely from graph 

connectivity principle, with a unit weights assigned to all edges. Such scheme does not 

assure power balancing since static requirements for viability are not incorporated in the 

islands construction process. 

The proposed scheme relies on the reconfiguration of the initial constructed islands, by 

intervening boundary zones of neighboring clusters as follows: 

 

5.1. Cluster boundary zones 

 

Buses within a cluster feature similarity properties, and similarity is generally evaluated 

using the notion of distance between data points. Clustering techniques maximize intra-

cluster similarities and minimize inter-cluster similarities. 

Let � = {vT/w = 1, … , \} be a given data set partitioned into \x clusters, the ��� cluster 

denoted by �� and its centroid denoted by  y�, � = 1,2, … , \x. For each data point  vT, let 

P]z,{| be the distance between itself and the centroid y� of cluster  ��. In the present case, 

the input data contains the initial phases of the dominant KMs, thus the distance P]z,{|  is 

simply given by   

 P]z,{| = J#{| − #]zJ. (13) 
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Fig. 2.  Illustration of boundary and neighborhood zones 
 

 

A bus vT belongs to the ���cluster, if its distance to the ���cluster centroid is the smallest 

compared to all other (\x − 1) centroids, that is,  
 

 P]z,{| = ,�wGP]z,{NH���,…,?}
. (14) 

 

A belonging degree of a data point to its cluster is a function of its distance from the 

centroid, with the highest value given to the closest point. We may define a belonging 

degree of the data point vT to its proper cluster ��  as 
 

 ~]z,�| = �
QMz,�| `�T�QM�,�|����,…,��|M���|

� . (15) 

Note that the value of the belonging degree  ~]z,�|   decreases as its distance from the 

centroid increases. Thus, boundary buses of each cluster feature weaker belonging degrees, 

which may be delimited by a chosen threshold  ~�, that is, 
 

 ~]z,�| O ~�. (16) 

 

5.2. Cluster neighboring index 

 

Boundary zones of neighboring clusters contain data points satisfying pairwise distance 

nearness as schematically illustrated in Fig 2. Such property may be quantified by weighing 

the maximum distance of a bus vT ∈ �� from its inner-cluster buses, to its distance from the 

nearest bus of a neighboring cluster  �". For any cluster pair G�� , �"H, a neighborhood 

membership index noted  �]z,|� is defined for a data point vT as  
 

 �]z,|� = ���MN∈�|�mMz,MN�N��,…,�}|
�|zMN�∈���mMz,MN��N���,…,�}�

. 
(17) 

The value of �]z,|� is highest for buses from �� featuring nearness to buses from cluster �", 

with unity value occurring when the inner and outer distances in (17) equalize. 

 

5.3. Construction of balancing subgraphs  

 

Upon cluster separation, over-load and over-generation islands are determined from the 

sign of the dynamic frequency deviations from threshold values (11). An island with 

centroid  y�, noted +{|
�  is an island satisfying  |∆	| < 4. Over-load islands have negative ∆	, 

they are noted  +{|
� . Over-generation islands denoted +{|

�  have positive  ∆	. For energy-

balancing requirements, neighboring buses may be swapped from over-load islands + � to 

over-generation islands  + �, depending on the connectivity of their associated subgraphs. 

Bn min(P]z ,��) y� 

y" max(P]z ,�|) 

v��wP���  
e�w' 

Neighborhood   
e�w' 

Cluster �" Cluster �� 
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First, appropriate sets of buses and subgraphs are defined as follows: 

(i) Set of bordering buses: For each cluster, boundary buses are those with lower belonging 

degrees: 

 v�,�,� = ¡vT ∈ +{|
�,�,�/ ~]z,�| ≪ 1 £T��,…,?�|

���,…,?�
. (18) 

 

(ii) Candidate set of balancing buses: These sets are k-combinatorial subsets of v 
� and k’-

combinatorial subsets of  v 
�, of cardinals k and k’ respectively: 

 

 C 
� = >! ⊂ v 

�/y��P(!) = ;  = 1, … , \]
�@ ; (19) 

 C 
� = >! ⊂ v 

�/y��P(!) = ′; ′ = 1, … , \]
�@ . (20) 

 

The cardinals of C 
� and C 

– are limited by the binomial coefficients given respectively by 

y�
?M

§
= ?M

§!
G?M

§��H! and     y�©
?M

ª
= ?M

ª!
G?M

ª��©H!, where \]
� and \]

� represent respectively the number 

of  v 
� and v 

� bordering buses.   

(iii) Energy balancing subgraphs: Balancing subgraph candidates with vertices constructed 

from the balancing set of buses C 
� and C 

� which feature intra-connectivity, and 

connectivity respectively with islands  + 
� and  + 

�, that is,  
 

CLM�«
� = >9(:, <) :⁄ ⊂ C 

� �wP (9 ∪ C 
�) �® ¯�ww'¯°'P@ ; (21) 

CLM�«
� = >9(:, <) :⁄ ⊂ C 

� �wP (9 ∪ C 
�) �® ¯�ww'¯°'P@. (22) 

 

We can see that the balancing subgraph candidates may be overlapping, since they are 

formed from the balancing set of buses, which is combinatorial. 

 

5.4. Islanding scheme 

  

The proposed islanding scheme combines the Koopman based coherency partition, 

complemented by the following algorithm summarized in the bloc diagram of Fig.3:  

(i) Initial islanding: Firstly, based on bus-voltage angles as observable inputs, the Koopman 

modes are computed. Dominant ones with largest norms and growth rates are determined. 

The coherency matrix (12) is constructed. By applying the k-means clustering technique for 

the dominant modes, an initial KMA based islanding is proposed.    

(ii) Viability requirements check: Viability requirements for short term operation in 

frequency are assessed: power mismatch, frequency deviation. 

(iii) Island modulation: Energy balancing subgraphs are constructed to modulate islands so 

that minimum viability requirements are satisfied. Subgraphs belonging to 

CLM�«
�  constructed from over-load islands, may be switched to an over-generation island  + 

�.  

In search for minimum power mismatch, a swapping action may apply where subgraphs 

belonging to CLM�«
�  switch to an over-generation island + 

�, and simultaneously, subgraphs 

belonging to the over-generation balancing set CLM�«
�  may switch to an island + 

�.  This is 

performed in a systematic search algorithm where each element of CLM�«
�  is paired with each 

element of CLM�«
� , making up the Cartesian product set CLM�«

� × CLM�«
� comprising all ordered 

pairs of subgraph elements from CLM�«
�  and CLM�«

�  as defined in Table 2. Each balancing 

subgraph candidate is tested in search for minimum power mismatch in its associated 

islands. In such case, connectivity testing for a subgraph pair  
(9�©

� , 9�
�) requires the connectivity of :  (9�

� ∪ + 
�)  and (9�©

� ∪ + 
�).  
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(iv) Load and/or generation shedding: If island reconfiguration was not sufficient for 

viability requirements, a load shedding or generation shedding will be applied in this island.  

 

Table 2: Ordered Pairs of Balancing Subgraphs 

CLM�«
�            CLM�«

�  9�
� … 9�

� … 9?M
§

�  

9�
� (9�

�, 9�
�) … (9�

�, 9�
�) … �9�

�, 9?M
§

� � 

q q … q … q 
9�©

�  (9�©
� , 9�

�) … (9�©
� , 9�

�) … �9�©
� , 9?M

§
� � 

q … … … … … 

9?M
ª�  G9?M

ª� , 9�
�H … G9?M

ª� , 9�
�H … �9?M

ª� , 9?M
§

� � 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.  Proposed islanding scheme 

 

6. Simulation Results 

6.1. Study case description   

 

The proposed islanding scheme is applied to a large scale power system: The Tunisian 

power system consists of 151-buses and 24-machines, with a total generation capacity of 

 If   |∆	| 8 4  Yes 

Is there balancing 
subgraphs  

Moving balancing subgraphs  

 

Compute ∆	 within configured islands 
 

Yes 

No 
 

Have islands 
∆	 8 4  

 KM-Coherency based clustering 

 

Power flow within islands 
 

Compute ∆	 within islands 
 

No 
 

Determine subgraphs candidates 

Yes 

Load Shedding or Generation 

Shedding 

 

End 
 

 Input observables 
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3000 MW. The generators are equipped with speed and voltage regulators, they may be 

geographically grouped into three main groups: North, Center and South, comprising 

respectively 12, 5, and 7 machines. The KMA procedure is applied on sampled dynamics of 

bus voltage angles following a three-phase short-circuit applied in the North at bus N°116 

RADES-CC at time t=1s, of duration 250 ms. Simulations are performed using the software 

Power System Simulator for Engineering (PSS/E) [23]. The system data are given in the 

Appendix. 

 

6.2. KM based coherency   

 

Following the applied disturbance, bus voltage angles and generators rotor speed 

responses exhibited oscillatory responses as depicted in Fig.4. Coherency is noted both in 

generator swing dynamics, and in bus voltage angles, within groups in the northern, central, 

and southern regions of the system. Six dominant Koopman modes noted KM-1 through 

KM-6, are identified with frequencies worth 0.04 Hz, 0.1 Hz, 0.25 Hz, 0.21 Hz, 0.15 Hz 

and 0.71 Hz, respectively.   

For the first five modes, all voltage phases are closely grouped around their respective 

centroids, as depicted in Fig. 5. Hence, the system is not partitioned. Nonetheless, for KM-6 

of frequency 0.71 Hz, the phase angles are clustered around three centroids, yielding three 

coherent bus groups as depicted in Fig. 6. These groups correspond to Northern, Central, 

and Southern regions of the system. As the retained grouping should be valid for all 

identified dominant KM modes, the intersection of the partitions is retained. Thus, the 3 

group clustering named North, Center, South identified by KM-6 is retained. 

 
 

 

 

 

  
(a)  (b) (c) 

 

Fig.4. Power system variations following the disturbance. (a) Power system structure.      

(b) Bus voltage angles. (c) Generator rotor angle speeds.  

 

Center 

South 

North 

Center 

South 

North 

Center 

South 

North 

Bus 
 
 

Generator 
 
 

Faulted bus  
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Fig.5. Bus coherency results for the 

dominant KM-1,2,3,4,5 

Fig. 6.  Bus coherency results for the 

dominant KM-6 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Frequency responses to initial islanding based on KM coherency 

 

Table 3: Ordered Power and Frequency Violations of Islands using KM Coherency 
 

 North  Center  South  

Generator N° 

111-112-113-
114-115-116-

117-141-142-

143-144-183 

513-514-

515-516-517 

623-624-625-

753-754-810-
823 

Generation (MW) 1350 870 825 

Power mismatch (MW)  291.4 322 14.55 

Frequency deviation (Hz) 10 3.75 0.05 

 

This initial power system partitioning based solely on Koopman modal coherency is 

evaluated for dynamic frequency deviations. The frequency responses are depicted in Fig.7, 

indicating frequency deviations reaching 10 Hz, 3.75 Hz and 0.05 Hz in the North, the 

Center and the South respectively. Thus, the identified northern island is an over-load 

island, the central island is an over-generation island and the southern island is a viable 

island. Power flow results are summarized in Table 3, valuing the resulting power 

mismatch of the islanded regions 

 

6.3. Islanding modulation   

 

In order to reach the required bands specified in the frequency operating standards [20] 

for the two nonviable islands, an islanding reconfiguration is applied. To modulate the 

clusters for energy balance, boundary zones of the northern and central islands are 

determined for the dominant mode KM-6. Figures 8 and 9 show the distances to centroid 
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and cluster belonging degrees for buses in the northern and central islands, respectively. It 

is noted that a number of buses located on the northern boundaries have belonging degrees 

lower than 0.03, as shown in Fig. 8. For the central zone, buses located on its boundaries 

have relatively lower belonging degrees. The chosen belonging degree threshold for this 

study was about  ~� = 0.03. Among these boundary buses, those featuring north-center 

neighbourhood proximity will be used to construct balancing subgraph candidates.  

Table 4 summarizes the constructed balancing subgraphs. These subgraphs are 

systematically constructed from the northern and central boundary buses featuring 

neighborhood proximity, indicated by their neighborhood membership indices: Six northern 

buses belong to the northern boundary zone (Fig. 8), and six central buses belong to the 

central boundary zones (Fig. 10). Thus, the candidate sets of balancing buses are 6-

combinatorial subsets of northern boundary buses and 6-combinatorial subsets of central 

boundary buses. For the over-load island, seven balancing subgraphs with vertices 

constructed from the balancing northern set of buses, feature inter-connectivity and 

connectivity with the central island. For the over-generation island, six balancing subgraph 

candidates are defined. 

 
Table 4: Constructed Balancing Subgraphs 

Over-load island subgraphs  
Over-generation island 

subgraphs 
Tested subgraphs 

Subgraph 

movement 

yielding least 

power 

mismatch 

Total 

Number  

Connected 

candidates CLM�«
�  

Total 

Number  

Connected 

candidates CLM�«
�  

Balancing pairs (Total 

number = 42) 

Over-load 

subgraphs 

y�
² >v*

�@; >v²
�@ y�

² >v�
�@; >v³

�@ 
>v*

�@ × CLM�«
�

 

>v²
�@ × CLM�«

�  >v*
�@; 

>v²
�@; 

>v�
�, v*

�@; 

>v³
�, v²

�@; 

>v´
�, v³

�, v²
�@; 

>vµ
�, v³

�, v²
�@; 

>vµ
�, v´

�, v³
�, v²
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Fig. 8. Distance from centroid and belonging degrees of buses in North island for KM-6 
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Fig. 9. Distance from centroid and belonging degrees of buses in Center island for KM-6 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 10.  Neighborhood membership indices of the Center island boundary buses for KM-6 

 

To modulate the Tunisian nonviable islands, nine pairs of subgraphs may be constructed 

from northern and central subgraph candidates as defined in Table 4. Each northern over-

load subgraph candidate and each balancing pair of subgraphs are tested in search for 

minimum power mismatch. Swapping action for each constructed balancing pair is applied. 

Switching action for each constructed over-load subgraph candidate is applied. Power 

mismatch within the over-generation island is computed for each switching case and each 

swapping case. The switching action of two over-load subgraphs belonging to the northern 

island led to the least power mismatch in the central island as indicated in Table 4. The first 

one contains two connected northern boundary buses and the second one contains the other 

four northern boundary buses.  

The results demonstrate that moving the six northern boundaries buses to the central 

island reduces the central dynamic frequency deviation from 3.75 Hz to 2.5 Hz, and reduces 

the northern dynamic frequency deviation from 10 Hz to 2.2 Hz as shown in Fig. 11. Thus, 

the balancing scheme was not sufficient to realize viable northern and central islands with 

acceptable frequency deviations. Therefore, a load shedding for the northern island and a 

generation shedding for the central island are needed, as complementary corrective actions.  

Accordingly, a generation shedding of 200 MW in the configured central island is 

applied, corresponding to the generation of two central machines (G513 and G514). A load 

shedding of 115 MW is applied to the configured northern island. These shedding actions 

have brought the dynamic frequency deviation to the required frequency band as shown in 

Fig. 12. Table 5 compares the amount of power shed using the KM based islanding, and the 

KM-subgraph scheme. The latter achieved a reduction in the amount of load and generation 

shedding to reach the required bands specified in the frequency operating standards [22]. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of frequency responses of the KM and KM-subgraph islanding 

methods without load shedding application 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. Frequency responses using the KM-subgraph islanding scheme with load shedding 

application 

 
Table 5: Load/Generation Shedding Results 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Conclusion 
 

This paper proposed a new methodology for power system islanding based on Koopman 

modal coherency, combined with subgraph technique. Balancing subgraph candidates are 

searched for via a systematic search algorithm, and switching actions from over-load 

subgraphs to neighboring over-generation subgraphs are performed. If these corrective 

actions are not feasible or not sufficient to guarantee viable islands, load shedding and/or 

generation shedding actions are initiated. As a real system application of the proposed 

islanding scheme, a dataset from the Tunisian power system was analyzed.   

The advantages of the proposed methodology include the following: 

- Compared to standard graph-based clustering methods where all system buses are 

considered, the subgraphs of the proposed method involve only limited numbers of buses, 

namely bordering ones.   

- Subgraphs are constructed solely from weaker belonging buses, thus the KM coherency 

clustering and associated centroids are least affected.  

Method KM method  KM-Subgraph 

Control action Island Amount (MW) Island Amount (MW) 

Load shed North 249 North 115 

Generation Shed  Center 280 Center 200 
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- The proposed islanding method assures nonlinear coherency provided by the KMC 

algorithm and optimizes viability of constructed islands using the balancing subgraph 

candidates, via a systematic search algorithm.  

- Subgraph swapping for power mismatch corrections are performed while preserving the 

nonlinear coherency properties of islands, which favors their viability under subsequent 

large events. 

- The amount of load or generation shed may be minimized.  

The proposed approach can be used at planning stage by the system operator to generate 

candidate islanding which may be analyzed in detail for stability aspects with dynamic 

simulation. 
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Appendix  
 

Table A1: Frequency Deviations Standards for Nominal Frequency 50Hz [22] 
 

Code Criteria ∆	 (,de) 

C2.1. Calling up of Primary Control ±20 

C2.2. Maximum Quasi-Steady-State  ±180 

C2.3. Minimum Dynamic Frequency Deviation −800 

C2.4. Load-Shedding Frequency Criterion Between -1000 and -2500  

C2.5. Maximum Dynamic Frequency Deviation +800 

 

Table A2: System Generators Data 
 

Bus 

N° 

Bus 

name 

Nominal 

power 
(MW) 

Power 

rating 
(MVA) 

Voltage 

rating 
(kV) 

Exciter 

Model 
 

Turbine 

Governor 
Model 

111 RADESV1 160 212.5 15.5 IEEEX1 IEEEG1 

112 RADESV2 160 212.5 15.5 IEEEX1 IEEEG1 

113 RADESV3 160 212.5 15.5 IEEET1 IEEEG1 

114 RADESV4 160 212.5 15.5 IEEET1 IEEEG1 

115 RDSIIG1 140.5 165.3 15.5 IEEX2A GAST2A 

116 RDSIICC 258 303 18 IEEX2A IEEEG1 

117 RDSIIG2 140.5 165.3 15.5 IEEX2A GAST2A 

141 BMCTG1 120 147.63 15.5 EXAC2 GAST2A 

142 BMCTG2 120 147.63 15.5 EXAC2 GAST2A 

143 BMCTG3 120 147.63 15.5 EXAC2 GAST2A 

144 BMCTG4 120 147.63 15.5 EXAC2 GAST2A 

183 GOULETG 120 150 15.5 IEEEX1 GAST2A 

513 SOUSSEG1 120 147.63 15.5 EXBAS GAST2A 

514 SOUSSEG2 120 147.63 15.5 EXBAS GAST2A 

515 SOUSSECC 120 159.63 15.5 EXBAS IEESGO 

516 CC_C_SSE 440 470 20 ESST1A IEEEG1 

517 CC_D_SSE 440 470 20 ESST1A IEEEG1 

623 THY_TG1 120 147.63 14 IEEEX1 GAST2A 

624 THY_TG2 120 147.63 14 IEEEX1 GAST2A 

625 THY_TG3 120 147.63 14 IEEEX1 GAST2A 

753 FERIATG1 120 147.63 14 IEEEX1 GAST2A 

754 FERIATG2 120 147.63 14 IEEEX1 GAST2A 

810 GHNCC 425 500 21 ST5B IEEEG1 

823 BOUCHTG3 120 147.63 15.5 EXAC2 GAST2A 

 


